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THE CONTINUOUS (a, 0)-JACOBI TRANSFORM
AND ITS INVERSE WHEN a + ß + 1 IS A POSITIVE INTEGER

G. G. WALTER AND A. I. ZAYED

ABSTRACT. The continuous (a, /3)-Jacobi transform is introduced as an ex-

tension of the discrete Jacobi transform by replacing the polynomial kernel by

a continuous one. An inverse transform is found for both the standard and a

modified normalization and applied to a version of the sampling theorem. An

orthogonal system forming a basis for the range is shown to have some unusual

properties, and is used to obtain the inverse.

1. Introduction. Recently a number of works have been devoted to continuous

analogs of discrete finite integral transforms. The continuous Legendre transform

and its inverse were studied by Butzer, Stens, and Wehrens [1]. Their results were

extended to continuous Jacobi transforms for values of the parameters satisfying

a + ß = 0 by Deeba and Koh [3]. They were extended in a different direction by

Walter[10] who studied Gegenbauer transforms (a = ß) when 2a was a positive

integer.

These continuous transforms are not related directly to those studied by Koorn-

winder [8] which have considerably different behavior. They have, as an application,

versions of a sampling theorem or cardinal series [2].

In this work we consider a number of cases of a continuous Jacobi transform

in which a + ß + 1 is a positive integer. These include as special cases all of

the transforms mentioned above. We first obtain an inverse transform for the

standard Jacobi normalization. This inverse has a kernel defined by an infinite

series. Unfortunately with this standard normalization the transformed function

is not an entire function as in the other cases. To rectify this, we introduce a

renormalized transform whose range is a set of entire functions. Its inverse is then

given in closed form.

2. Preliminaries. In this section we recall some of the basic background ma-

terial necessary for our investigation.

2.1. Jacobi functions and transforms. For any real numbers a, b and c with

c / 0, —1, —2,..., the hypergeometric function F(a, b; c; z) = 2Fi (a, b; c; z) is given

by

(2.1) na,b;c;z) = f:^^zk,        \z\ < 1,
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where the series converges at z — -1 and z = 1 provided that c-a-b+l> 0 and

c — a — b > 0 respectively.

The Jacobi function Pj[Q,/?'(x) of the first kind is defined by

<"> ̂ ^fBwurhF(-x'x+''+ß+1''a+1'1-ii)'
*e (-1,1],

where a, ß > -1, X e R and A + a + 1 ¿ 0, -1,2,.... Since

p(a>P)(r) - r(<* ~ A + l)r(A - Of -/?) p(a,ß) M
r-x   W-        T(l-X)Y(X-ß)       yx-a-ß-ux)

we may restrict ourselves to the case A > -((a + ß+1)/2). The function P^a'0\x)

satisfies the differential equation

(2.3) (1 - x2)y" + (ß-a-(a + ß + 2)x)y' + X(X + a + ß + l)y = 0.

Let

(2.4) 4Q'"> = (1 - x2)-^ + \ß - a - (a + ß + 2)x}±

be the differential operator associated with this equation. Then (2.3) becomes

(2.5) L\?>ß'P£'p)(x) = -X(X + a + ß + l)P{xQ'0)(x).

For integer values of A, P^a'ß' (x) reduces to the usual Jacobi polynomial as defined

in [9].
It can be shown [3] that for A, u> -({a + ß + l)/2), X¿v,X¿ -(v + a + ß + 1)

and —1 < a,ß,

2^ £(1 - *)-(l + xfP^ß\x)P^{-x) dx

(2 6) _    Y(X + a + l)Y(v + ß+l)

7r(A-i>)(A + i/ + af + /3-r-l)

{sin 7tA sin itv )

Y(u + 1)Y(X + a + ß + 1) ~ Y(X + l)Y(v + a + ß + l))'

If we denote the Jacobi polynomial of degree n by Pna    (x), then

(2-7) ^¿+ï ¡\{l - XW + *)0Pia'ßHx)PLa'ß)ix)dx = 6nmh^\

where

(2 «Ï /,(«.« = r(n + a + l)r(n + /?+l)
1 ' ' n n\(2n + a + ß+l)Y(n + a + ß+l)'

Since Pna'0)(-x) = (-l)nP^0'a)(x) it follows that

PÍa'0)(n) = —^ f (1 - x)°(l + xfP^0)(x)Ptß)(*) dx

(2.9) J~1
(-l)nr(A + a + l)r(n + /3+l)sin7rA

tt(A - n)(X + n + a + ß + l)n\Y(X + a + ß + 1) ' ^ "'
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and hence
oo        1

(2.10) Pia'0)(x) = ¿2     'pW)(n)pW)(x),        x e (-1,1),
n=0 "n

where the series converges

(i) absolutely and uniformly on any compact subset of (—1,1) if -1 < ß < |,

(ii) in L2((l - x)a(l + x)0) if -1< ß < 1,

(iii) in the sense of generalized functions for any — 1 < ß.

Here we have used the fact that

(2.11) PÍa'0)(x) = 0(1/y/X)    as A — oo uniformly in i e [a, b] C (-1,1).

We also note that

(2.12) P[a'0)(x) = 0(Amax^)    as A ̂  oo.

Let w^a'0\x) = (1 - x)a(l + x)0 and f(x) € Lp{(-l,l),wW>(x)}, p > 1. Then

the discrete Jacobi transform f(a<^ (n) of f(x) is defined by

(2.13) />^(n) = ^¿^ f(l - x)"(l + x)0P^0Hx)f(x) dx

and the series expansion of f(x) in terms of the Jacobi polynomials is given by

(2.14) f{x) ~ £ -r^jfia'0)(n)p(r"0)(x),        x e (-1,1).
n=0 "n

Analogously, if /(x)(l -I- x)~0 € L1 {{-1,1), t//or''3)(x)}, then the continuous Jacobi

transform /("'^'(A) of f(x) will be defined by

(2.15)

f{a'0)W = ^^i j\-xni + x)0p^0)(x)f(x)dx,     x > -2L±|±1.

The following proposition gives a series representation for the continuous Jacobi

transform/(Q^)(A).

PROPOSITION 2.1.   Let f(x) be 2p times continuously differentiate with sup-
port in (—1,1), 2p > max.(a,ß) + §; then

oo        .

(2.16) /(»««(A) = £ T(kß)fia'0)(n)pia'0)(n)
n=0 "n

where the series converges uniformly on any compact subset of [0, oo).

PROOF.   By substituting the uniformly convergent series (2.14) in (2.15), we

obtain

/W)(A) = ̂ r f (£ -j^f{a'0Hn)P<r>»{x)) PÏ°'0\xW°>0Hx)dx
J-i   \n=0 nn j

= v^ITi E 7¿)/(a,/í)(«) /    P^0\x)P^0\x)w^\x)dx
n=0 "" -/_1

oo t

= E7¿)/(^)WPr)(n)
n=0 ""
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by (2.9). The resulting series converges uniformly on any compact subset of [0, oo).

This follows from the relations

l/h^0)=O{n),    />>">(n) = Ofr-2"-1/2)    and   P{xa'0)(n) = O(n0~2)

uniformly on compact subsets of [0, oo) as n —► oo.

Let q = (a + ß + l)/2 and define

r2(A-r-g)Asin7rA(iA

(2.17)      do(X) = {
Y(X + a-q+l)Y(X + ß-q + l)

Y2(X+ q) cos nXdX

Y(X + a-q+l)Y(X + ß-q+l)

if q is a half-integer,

if g is an integer.

We shall show in the next section that {P[a    (n)} and {PJ[      (n)} form a bi-

orthogonal sequence with respect to da.

2.2. An associated orthonormal system. We begin with the complete orthonormal

system on [—ir, -k] given by

ii     /    i\    i     /    i\ r
< —= cos   n+r   id, —7= sin [n + - ] w >

Their Fourier transforms will be denoted by cn and r° respectively; i.e.,

( c°(X) 1      r \ cos(n+2)w

<2-18»   {¿t=wJ-/A .(J{ »•   "=w.
"v ' sin I n+ - 1 w.

By Plancherel's identity {cn, r°} are a complete orthonormal system in L2(R). This

system will be used with q = (a + ß + l)/2 a half odd integer. For q an integer we

shall use the system

ioio\ I rn(A)       \72TrJ-n Isinnw
(      ' 1    r

cl(X) = -j_^dw

which again is clearly an orthonormal system. We shall show that these systems

are related to p^1,0' (n) given in (2.9) which may be expressed as

O orA      P<«.« (  \ - s^7r(X-n-q)(2n + 2q) Y(n + ß+l) Y(X + a + 1 - q)

K       }        x~q  [  '      7r(X2-(n + q)2)2(n + q)      Y(n+1) Y(X + q)

By a striaghtforward calculation we see that

<2-2" «*-«)- :r;v+">"+2*>■ A fC '7'inteeer'
tt(X¿ -(n + q)2) y ren+q(X),      q integer.

PROPOSITION 2.2.   The functions given by

are orthonormal on (0, oo) with respect to the standard measure.

This is a consequence of the orthonormality of s£(A-g)/\/2 on (-oo, oo) together

with its evenness when q is a half-integer and oddness when g is an integer.
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PROPOSITION 2.3.   The functions given by (2.22) satisfy

jT sqn(X - q)sqm(X - g)r(Art(aA^1g)" C)Y(X + ß+l-q) dcr(X)

(2'23) °   -(-Dm+[g1,.   s
— 0 lq,mvmn,

where

an integer,

half-integer,

_ / 1, q ar
1q,m — \   , -,

I (m + 9),    q a

and der is the measure given by (2.17).

This follows from the fact that the integral in (2.23) for q a half-integer is just

/•oo

/     sqn(X - q)sqm(X-q)X sin itXdX

(2.24)
= 2 f°°c0n+iq](X)c°m+[q](X)XsinirXdX.

Jo

But

(2.25)

cg(A)Asin7rA = ^^ C -iD(eiwX) ■ cos (k + ±\ wdw

- »k £(e"""")A - e""+*)X) (*+s) si° (*+5) •*•

- £$ {/!''"' *(*+s) (•+-)*•
- /    eiwX sin (k + ^\ (w - ir) dw\

(*+ï),4(-l)fc / * e'^cos (fc + i^ wdw.
7T J-2* \ 2y2v^71

Hence it is the Fourier transform of the function

(k + -)
^-^(-l)kcos(k + ^)wXl-2ni2n](w)

where X[-27r,27r] is the characteristic function of the interval [—27r, 27t].  Again by

Plancherel's identity, (2.24) is given by

f* cos(n + q)(w) (m + q)(-l)m+M
/     —-—    '       --,7 1--cos(m + q)(w) dw

(2.26) J~* V71" V*"
_ (m + q)(-l)m+M£
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For q an integer (2.23) becomes

/•OO

2 y     ren+q(X)rem+q(X)cosTrXdX

' = f *<■ t*» (-"7 ^7»d,='(-ir^L
(2.27)

smce

e,., .        1     /"«* e"»A(-l)"  .
r„(A)cos7rA = —■== I      —-±-=A—smnwdw.
nK ' y/2lvJ-2„      lyft

REMARK. There are many other measures that could be used. For example the

calculation in (2.25) could be iterated to obtain

c£(A)A2 sin2 ttA = ^^ { T   + f" } ciwX cos (k + \) w dw

which is again orthogonal to c°(A).

3. An inverse transform given by a series. In this section we use the

biorthogonality of {FA"'f (n)} with {-PA_, («)} to find an inverse transform to

the continuous Jacobi transform when a + ß is an integer > 0. The expression in

Proposition 2.3 may be written as

/    Pt0\n)Pi0^(m)da(X)
Jo

(3-1) (-l)"+'«'(n + l)aq-x   iajn
2{n + q) n"      ön'mlq'n

where 79t„ = 1 if q is an integer and 7g,„ = (n + q) if q is a half-integer. Let

(3.2) R(x,X) = (-l)W E        „(^r9^       C'W^'t-^
„7=0 lq,nhn     '(n + l)2«-i

The series defining R(x, X) converges absolutely and uniformly on any compact

subset of (—1,1) x [0, oo) provided that

(i) ß> -A for q =£,§,...,

(ü)ß> § for 9=1,2,3,....
Moreover it is dominated by (A + l)-a. We shall always assume that this is indeed

the case.  In the next theorem we derive an inversion formula for the continuous

Jacobi transform given by (2.15).

THEOREM 3.1.  Let a > -1, ß > -\ except that ß > | iaa + ß= 1,3,5,... ;
f(x) be such that its continuous Jacobi transform has the representation (2.16) and

is dominated by X~a~2. Then

/•OO

(3.3) f{x) = /     f(a>0) (A - q)R(x, X) dcr(X)
Jo

where R(x, X) and dcr(X) are given by (3.2) and (2.17) respectively.
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PROOF. Let q be a half positive odd integer. Then by substituting (2.16) and

(3.2) into (3.3), we obtain

/•OO

/     pa>0HX-q)R(x,X)dc(X)
Jo

-r
Jo0     n=0 "-n

oo , D(/3,a)/       \

x y   *pv>>°\m)*m   \-x> do-(x).

By interchanging the summation and the integration signs, which is permissable

because of the dominated uniform convergence of the series involved, we obtain

l°°f^ß){X-q)R(x,X)dcr(X)

°    _    ~       2(-l)l*l    f(a.0)       Pk0>a)(-x)

/•OO

J o

Upon using (3.1), we immediately obtain

/•OO oo 1

/     f{°"0)i* - q)R(x, A)da(A) = £ f^)(n)P^0)(x) = f(x)
JO n=0 "n

since P,ia,/,)(*) = (-l)nF^'Q)(-x).

The proof for q = 1,2,3,... is similar.    Q.E.D.

4. A renormalized Jacobi transform. The standard normalization (2.2) of

the Jacobi function does not give us an entire function in A unless a is an integer.

This may be rectified by adopting a normalization similar to that of the Gegenbauer

polynomials when a = ß. Accordingly, we define

r(o7Ti)F("A'A + 29;a + 1;ii£)'
(4J) r(A + 2g)

where 2ç = a-|-/?-r-lisan integer as before. Then <pxa as the product of a

polynomial and an entire function is itself entire. Moreover, <px_l0 (x) is either an

even or odd function of A about 0 according to whether 2q is respectively odd or

even.

This will enable us to devise somewhat simpler formulas for the modified trans-

form.  We can rewrite formulas (2.7), (2.10) and (2.15) in terms of <px    '. They
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are

(4.2)

2"29 f_ tâ'0Xx)<p<£'0\x)(l - x)a(l + x)0 dx

Y(n + 2q)Y(n + ß+l)

Y2(ß + í)Y(n + a + l)n!2(n 4- q) mn'%

22q
^(^E^'W'^

71=0

(A3) x^  ^'ß)[t)ip^(t){l-t)ail + t)pdt

OO

= E-sw^o*)
n=0

where s« is given by (2.21); and

F(A) = F<°-«(A) = -L Í1 (1 - x)«(l + x)0vxa<0\x)f(x)dx

(4-4) , v      -7-1
= (x+2;-iy«'0\x)

will be the modified Jacobi transform.

PROPOSITION 4.1.   Let F be the modified Jacobi transform of a C°° function
f with support in (—1,1), a + ß + 1 = 2q, an integer, ß > -1. Then

(Y) F is an entire function in X.

(n)F(-X-q) = F(X-q)(-l)2q+1.

(iii)

(4.5) F(A) = EF(n)4(A),
71=0

where s£(A) is the orthonormal sequence given by (2.21) and the convergence is

uniform on compact subsets of (—00,00).

(iv) F(A) = O(A-P) oa A -7 00 for all p > 0.

Conclusion (iii) is a restatement of Proposition 2.1, while (ii) follows immediately

from the symmetry of <px ■ Conclusion (i) can be shown by taking the complex

derivative of F^'^A) with respect to A under the integral in (4.4) and then using

the fact that <P\ is entire. Conclusion (iv) is based on integration by parts with

the operator Lxa     of (2.4) applied to f(x) repeatedly.

In order to obtain an inverse formula analogous to (3.3) we use the fact that

p(a'ß)(„\ (n+2q-l\

(4-6) h(«,0)     = s« (A - 9) A-H-i)

which follows from (4.3) and (2.10). From (3.2) we have

14 7) R(X X) - (-1)" V —       (n + <?)       Sn(*-q)    <0.a)i      )
(4.7) R(x,X)-(   1)  2-iïgiB(n + 1)ai_1   (A+ri)^     (   *)•
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Hence we have

(4.8)      f(x)= f°° f^(X-q)R(x,X)da(X) = f° F(A - ^^^-^(A).
Jo Jo (   }    )

In the next section we shall devise another inverse given by a kernel with a closed

form expression.

5. An inverse operator with a closed form kernel. In order to derive the

closed form we shall proceed inductively beginning with the two cases q — \ and

g=l. In both cases the inverse operator is known or is easy to derive.

5.1. The case q = |. In this case the inverse is given by [3]

(5.1) f(x) = 4I> + l)Y{ß + 1)J™f(x- 0 <Pxßll}2{-x)X sinTrA dX.

This integral converges for F(A - |) = 0(A_3/2_a_e); s > 0 uniformly for x in

interior subintervals of (-1,1).

5.2. The case 9=1. This can be derived from (4.8) but we shall do it directly.

We first observe that

(5.2) f    s1n{X-l)s1m(X-l)cosirXdX={~1^    ¿m,n

by (2.23). Hence formally we have
i

<px0Z°)(-x)F(X-l)cosirXdX
Jo

oo   oo-L
°°      f_iï"+i

= EÍ»L4— ^n'a)(-x)

E 4(A - l)<Pl0'aH-x) E *»4(A - l)cos7rAdA
71 = 0 71=0

(5.3)
77 = 0

OO

0

OO 7.N71 +

2

F(nW^)(x)r(n + a+1)r(/?+1)
¿^'WPn     V)2Y(n + ß+l)Y(a + Y

oo (cr.,/3) i   \

. y- Fin)_^    (g)_
to \\^0)\i2Y(a + l)Y(ß+l)

Six)
i-\)Y(a + Y)Y(ß + l)

and the inverse is given by

/•OO

(5.4) f(x) = (-4)Y(a + l)Y(ß+l)        F(X - l)<p{0zf (-x) cos ttA dA.
Jo

This integral converges for F(A - 1) = 0(A_1/2_a_e). Although the series in (5.3)

may not always converge pointwise in this case, once the formula (5.4) is known,

various alternate proofs can be used (e.g. both sides represent the same element of

D'(—l, 1); since both are continuous functions, they are equal).

5.3. The case 2q an odd integer. We begin with (5.1) for

/(x) = ^>(x)/||^||2.
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Since, by (4.3), the expansion coefficient of <pn      is s£(A), it follows that

(5-5) ]S"0){¡*=iT[a+mß+1] b°° s"/2 (a " *) ^2i~x)x sin *x dx

holds for 29 = 1. By (2.26) we have in this case that

f°°                                                     (a + n)(-l)n+M
(5.6) j     sqn(X-q)sqm(X - q)XsmrrXdX = ^ + n>^ L>-¿mn.

We shall use the fact that s£(A — 9) = s^lx(A — 9 — 1) which is used to show that

[10]

ÍS 7) <(A - 9) sqn(X - q)n\       0

1     ; (A2-(9-l)2)(A2-(¿)2) ~'   T(n + 29)        n'*K}

where 6®q(X) is orthogonal to all s^X-q), m = 0,1,..., with respect to A sinirA dA.

Hence we can write

f^(A-9)^(-,)(A2,(è)2)A^_(g,1)2)dA

- r tot Èos9m{x - ̂ ^-^^

2r(n + 29)       Pn     l     J

_ (-!)[«]  (n + 9)n! r(n + q + l)r(/? + l)   ,a,fl)

2      r(n + 29) r(n-|-/3 + i)r(a + irn     W

(-l)W ^0,/,)(z) 22«-1

2      ||^»-«||3r(/9+l)r(a + l)"

Hence by dividing by the appropriate factors, we find that

*"' JJ) = (-l)«-1/222-2«r(a + l)Y(ß + 1)
(5.8) llv5n     I'

x fVíA-flW^Í-x)_XSÍa*X_dA

Hence the inverse operator is given by using the fact that

F(A) = EF(n)^(A-9)
n=0

to deduce that

/n'0){x)

(5.9) «^ll
229 E F(n)EMS = /(l) = (-ir1/a4T(«+W+1)

/•OO

X
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5.4. The case in which q is an integer. In this case we have by (2.27)

/•oo (—l)n+q

J     8qn(X-q)sqrn(X-q)cosTcXdX=K—^-6mn.

The expression corresponding to (5.7) is

rtim s£(A-9) _4(A-9)n!(n + 9)      ,e   m
(5,10J (A2-(9-l)2)...(A2-l) r(n + 29) + *"* W

where again ¿* fl is orthogonal to s£,(A — 9) with respect to cos7rAdA.  Then we

have

/""VÍA    a)¿0'a)(   x) coB^dA

nl(n + g)(-l)*N _ (_uqfna'0)(x) 22-2
.ip^(-x) = (-iy

[r(n + 29)]2     K"     v     '     v     '  ||^.«||ar(/3 + l)r(a + l)'

Hence the inverse operator is given by

/(x) = (-l)«4r(a + l)r(/3 + l)

(5-11) f°° _,, (/?,a), COS7TA
/   f(A-^£?(-,) 7^ ,.*.

THEOREM 5.1. Let f € P(-l, 1) and /ei F(A) 6e its (a,ß)-Jacobi transform,

given by (4.4) where a + ß + 1 = 2q, a positive integer. Then the inverse transform

is given by (5.11) when 2q is even and by (5.9) when 2q is odd where the integrals

converge uniformly for x in interior intervals of (—1,1).

PROOF. We have already shown that (5.11) and (5.9) are the formal inverses.

Since F(A) is a rapidly decreasing entire function by Proposition 4.1 and <px_i (x) =

0(Xa~1/2) uniformly on interior intervals of (—1,1) we need only show that the

integrand has no finite singularities. Since

oo

F(X-q) = yF(n)sqn(X-q)
71=0

and s£(fc) = 0 for A; an integer ^ n, it follows that when 29 is even, F(l — 9) =

F(2 - 9) = • • • = F(-l) = 0 and when 29 is odd F(¿ - 9) = F(§ - 9) = • • • =
F(—1) = 0. Hence the zeros of F match those of the denominator and the conclusion

follows.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT. The procedure for obtaining the inverse kernel in Theorem

5.1 was suggested by T. H. Koornwinder.
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